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The image of Mercury appeared in China during the Tang Dynasty
as a woman holding paper and pen, accompanied by a monkey. This
motif can be traced back to the Persian image of Mercury, where he
appears depicted as a scribe. The deity’s feminine appearance and
the association with a monkey are instead ascribable to a Chinese
indigenous appropriation. The images of planetary deities came
into Tang China in close association with the astrologic system of
seven planets and the zodiac. This adaptation reflects how the newly
introduced astrological system was understood, accepted, and
transformed by local actors. When reinscribed into the Chinese context,
planetary images assumed animal features from Chinese zodiac; this
connection explains why Mercury is associated with a monkey.
The astrological system of the seven planets and the zodiac
originated from ancient Greece and, after travelling throughout
Persia and India, came into Tang China. According to 10th to 14th
century Arabic-Persian literature, the astrologic images enriched with
animalized features were then disseminated back to Persia and India,
and reached Europe during the Medieval period and early Renaissance.
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IMAGE:
Liang Lingzan, Mercury (detail of The Five Planets and Twenty-eight Constellations), 618-907, Tang Dynasty,
Ink,color on silk, 491.2 x 28 cm (full image), Collected in the Osaka City Art Museum

